
Gettin' SCHOOLED:

Wyoming Fish Fun!

Despite being a completely landlocked

state, Wyoming has a plethora of game

and nongame fish and other aquatic

species that live in the many rivers,

lakes, and resevoirs around the state. A

game fish is one that is caught and used

for a commercial value (such as eating

catfish), while nongame fish is not used

for commercial value. Non-game fish

can even include mussels, crustaceans,

and other critters that live in the water!

Wyoming Game and Fish has many

methods of managing these resources,

and your students will be able to learn

more about the management, protection,

adaptations, and challenges that fish

face!

- Something smells fishy
lesson plan and
materials

-Create a fish lesson
plan and materials

-Fish passage obstacle
course lesson plan and
materials

-Fish spawning lesson
plan and materials

-Macroinvertebrate
water quality survey

Background Information
IN THIS BOOTH
BOX:



Digital
Resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MrdV6O6MEU

Fish Hatchery Tour

Helicopter Fish Stocking

Arctic grayling spawning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHbOE6VOcSA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbqFdFQ3mig

Fish stocking through ice

Fish stocking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2655xSYacj8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oYoHaT0T4I
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Gettin' Schooled
Return
Checklist
PLEASE PACKAGE IN BOX AND RETURN

Spray bottles 
Scent canisters 
String
Unused fish outlines
Scenario cards and envelopes
Colored Pencils
Fish picture printouts
Jump rope
Cones
Poker chips
Balls
Boxes
Hurdles
Tarp
Plastic fish
Unused plastic gloves, used or
unused wool glove

Dip Net
Ice cube trays
Eye droppers
Hand lenses
Macro ID Cards
Unused student worksheets
Teacher Guide

PLEASE KEEP OR DISPOSE

Used Scent Plates
Water beads
Fish Poster
Used plastic gloves
Used student worksheets



Introduction

Time: 30 min

Summary: Students will learn about

how fish use their sense of smell to

find their way back to the stream

they were born in! They will try to

identify the correct route through

various tributary streams to arrive at

their natal spawning grounds based

purely on smell.

SOMETHING SMELLS FISHY
Gettin' SCHOOLED: Wyoming fish fun!

adapted from Aquatic WILD "Sockeye Scents"

Materials

Scent (film) canisters 

Includes Red, Green & Blue 

Scent Plates

21 plates to be placed at each fork in

the migration path

Scents 

3 spray bottles with 3 different color-

coded scents to spray on the cotton

balls in the scent canisters

Yarn to lay out the “map” of tributaries, as

displayed in the included diagram

While many Wyoming fish species migrate, fewer among them routinely

return to their natal streams.  This is a trait most associated with Salmon

and their close relatives, so that includes our cutthroat trout, rainbow and

brown trout, and kokanee salmon.  Kokanee are such diligent return

spawners, that they will actually swim up into Game and Fish hatchery

facilities, like Flume Creek north of Green River, which makes spawning the

fish a little easier!  

Whereas anadromous salmon (anadromous= move between the ocean and

freshwater) will travel several hundred miles or more to return to their birth

streams, Wyoming's fish movements are on the shorter side, given our land-

locked status.  Wyoming has a couple of notable movements in the books

though-- we've witnessed a Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout moving 27 miles

outside of Dubois, and a Snake River Cutthroat Trout moving upwards of 50

miles in the Snake River system.



Other fish species return to areas in which they have previously-spawned

(but not necessarily where they were born), like Walleye and Channel

Catfish.  A Channel Catfish migration of 415 miles was documented in

2011.  This fish was tagged in Clear Creek, near Sheridan and turned up

in Billings MT.  

The life cycle of one of these fish species begins when a female lays her

1000 to 5000 eggs in a shallow gravel depression that she digs by

flapping her tail in a small stream (called a tributary).  Once the eggs

are deposited, a male fish fertilizes them, then the fish gently bury the

eggs to protect them. They want to cover the eggs enough so that

predators don’t find and eat them, but not too much that they prevent

oxygen from getting to the eggs and smother them. 

When baby fish hatch (called alevins), they spend the first few weeks

absorbing nutrients from their yolk sacs and living in the relative safety

of the gravel. After those first few weeks go by and the yolk is all used

up, the alevins become fry and they need to swim downstream into

deeper water to find food on their own. Tributary streams connect

together as they flow to create larger streams and rivers before

eventually emptying into a lake or reservoir. Here, the fry grow into

smolts and then adult fish, spending 1-3 years eating and growing in the

reservoir before becoming ready to reproduce.

Once they are ready to reproduce, the adult fish have a special ability to

return to the stream where they were born to spawn. They do this by

remembering the smells of the stream they were born in, and follow the

familiar scents back, years later. Kokanee salmon only spawn (reproduce)

once in their lifetime and die after doing so, while trout can repeat this

migration and spawn each year for up to 10 years! You might be

wondering, how do they do it?  The "sense of smell" is one factor, but

others have been researched, including keying into magnetic fields and

daylight length. 

Introduction continued:



Activity:

As for smelling, salmonids (collective term for salmon and trout species)

essentially do the same thing we do, interpreting chemicals from the media

in which they live (water for them, air for us). Other species of fish use

different structures to "smell" their environment.  Burbot use their whiskers

(or barbels) like a snake uses its tongue.  And catfish have papillae over

their entire bodies that are chemoreceptors.  So they essentially "smell"

using their whole bodies.  

Just as fish "imprint" on the chemical signatures of their home streams, these

streams leave their signatures on the physical structure of the fish. The field

of isotope chemistry is used to determine where fish came from (particularly

useful for illegal fish introductions).  This technology looks at hard structures,

such as fish ear bones (otoliths) and determines the composition of various

types of elements (different kinds of carbon and strontium).  This is then

compared with the chemical signature of different water bodies to hone in

on where this fish came from.  This analysis can also show if the fish was

born in one stream and grew up in another!

Using the attached diagram, set up the river system with yarn and colored

film canisters in an area of your classroom or other space. Add a cotton ball

to each film canister and spray with the different scents as indicated on the

diagram. 

Divide the total number of students into 3 groups (roughly). Select enough

red, green, and blue canisters for each group. (For example, if your class has

20 students, use 7 red, 7 blue, and 6 green). 

Place a cotton ball in each canister, and put the red scent on the cotton

balls in the red canisters, blue scent on the cotton balls in the blue

canisters, and green scent on the cotton balls in the green canisters. 

Instruct students to go over to the river system one at a time, carrying their

scent canister and a copy of the blank diagram. The students should pretend

they are fish on a mission to travel back upstream to their natal spawning

grounds where they were born. 



Instruct students that the scent in their canister is the one that sticks in

their memory from where they were born, and they need to follow the

rivers upstream, stopping at each canister on the ground to sniff (without

touching) it and decide which path to follow. They should follow the path

of the scent that matches the scent in their personal canister. Students

should highlight/trace the path they took on their copy of the diagram.

Once everyone has had the opportunity to travel to their natal stream,

have the students share out to the class which path was correct.

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Discuss the following questions:

Did everyone follow the same path?

Do you think that in the wild all fish spawn in the same stream, or

might fish spawn in many different streams?

Was it difficult to follow the correct path? 

What do you think happens to fish that get lost and don’t end up

following the right path to their spawning grounds? 

What challenges might fish have as they travel to their spawning

grounds, on top of just following the proper route?

What if there was a dam or irrigation diversion that blocked one of

your migration paths?

Each line represents a piece of yarn/stream

Each colored circle represents a canister containing a scent sprayed

on a cotton ball 

Red indicates a plate sprayed with Red Scent

Blue indicates a plate sprayed with Blue Scent

Green indicates Green Scent

The numbers will not be labeled in the actual model, they are simply

to help students discuss which tributary stream they navigated to. 

Teacher set-up diagram:





Introduction

Time: 30-45 min

Summary: Students will explore

fish adaptations through

comparing and contrasting

Wyoming native game and

nongame fish, and creating their

very own species!

CREATE A FISH
Gettin' SCHOOLED: Wyoming fish fun!

Materials

Fish  Poster

Fish printouts

Fish outlines (1 per group)

Envelopes with scenario

cards (1 per group)

Game fish: fish that are caught by anglers for sport (ex: rainbow trout,

kokanee salmon, sauger, burbot)Nongame fish: any fish that is not classified

as a game fish, and do not typically have much commercial value (darters,

minnows, shiners)

Introduce this activity by asking students about their experiences fishing. Do

they fish? If so, what are some of the fish that they have caught? Do they

always use the same type or bait, or does it depend on what they are trying

to catch? Then, engage the students in a class discussion comparing and

contrasting the two fish using the printouts. Draw a large Venn diagram on

the board and ask students to observe and record as many similarities and

differences as they can. The front side of the printouts have some helpful

information for students, while the back side has helpful information for

teachers to give to students if they are interested. Explain that many of the

similarities and differences the students observed are adaptations, or things

living organisms have or do to help them survive in their specific

environment. Next, students will be able to create their own adaptations to

help their fish survive their environment and its changes!



Divide students into groups of 4 students per group. Each group will be

given a piece of paper with the general fish outline on it, an envelope,

and drawing utensils. Each student will draw one slip of paper from their

envelope, and be tasked with drawing an adaptation on their fish outline

that they think will best help their fish survive! They then pass the fish

drawing and envelope on to the next student. This continues until they

have drawn a complete fish and environment!

After each student has completed their section of the drawing, have

each group share with the class what they created and explain why they

gave their fish the specific adaptations they did. They can even name

their fish species!

After each group shares their fish, have them look over the poster of

Wyoming’s game and nongame fish. Does theirs resemble any of the fish

we have in Wyoming? What can they assume about the fish that theirs

most resembles based on the adaptations of their fish (like what it eats,

how it swims, where it lives, etc)?

Tell the students that in Wyoming, as in the rest of North America, fish

are considered a public good - so basically, we all own and have

responsibility for these animals! In order to make sure that they are

healthy, happy, and their populations are stable for everyone to enjoy,

Wyoming Game and Fish biologists and hatcheries staff manage these

fish. 

Management includes 1) learning about the fish in their native habitat

(what do they eat, how do they reproduce, etc) and 2) surveying fish to

get an understanding of their populations and how they change or stay

the same over time. It also includes spawning, raising, and releasing fish

into the rivers and lakes of Wyoming to ensure that future populations

can survive.

Ask students to do a think-pair-share on the following questions: What

did you learn or what surprised you during today’s activity? Do you think

it is important to learn about fish? Why or why not? What does Wyoming

Game and Fish do to protect fish in our state?

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Activity:



Key: What fish each scenario is based off of - 1. Arctic grayling 2. Burbot

3. Mottled Sculpin 4. Orangethroat Darter 5. Central stoneroller 

Scenario 1

Mouth: I eat insects and insect larvae swimming in the water.

Fins: I have a beautiful, unique, sail like fin on my back to help me swim

in fast moving waters. Some people even say I look “aristocratic” or

“fancy” because of my fin!

Color: I am silvery and shiny, to help camouflage me from predators and

prey!

Environment: I love cold, clear waters with gravel bottoms. In the winter,

I will hang out under up to 6 ft of ice!

Scenario 2

Mouth: I have a big, wide mouth because I eat pretty much anything that

fits in it! Small fish, insects, even snakes and frogs!

Fins: I hang out in the bottom of large lakes and rivers, so I don’t really

need to move that fast! My tail fin is round and from the back,

sometimes I look like an eel!

Color: I blend in with the muddy, sandy bottom of rivers and lakes, so I

am a yellow-ish brown-ish spotted creature!

Environment: I am most active at dusk and dawn, so during the day I

hang out in a burrow that I create at the bottom of my lake or river. I

enjoy mud, sand, silt, gravel, or really anything here at the bottom!

Create a Fish Scenarios:



Scenario 3

Mouth: I eat aquatic insect larvae (and sometimes small fish,

crustaceans, plants, and even other fish of my same species) at the

bottom of streams, so my mouth kind of looks like a frown!

Fins: I don’t move too much throughout the day - I prefer to sit in one

spot and wait for food to come near me! Because of this, my fins need

to help me stay in place against the current.

Color: I am sometimes called the “chameleon of the water” because my

color can slightly change to match my surroundings! This helps me stay

safe when my predators like trout and smallmouth bass are nearby. 

Environment: I love to hang out on the bottom of fast moving streams,

and near riffles! This is where I find the tastiest food.

Scenario 4

Mouth: I am very small and so is my mouth! I usually eat aquatic insect

larvae, like midge larvae. 

Fins: My fins are so fun and colorful! My tail fin is pretty square - I don’t

need to be super fast.

Color: I am one of the most uniquely colored fish! My background is sort

of greenish, but I have vertical blue and orange stripes! The females of

my species tend to be less vibrant and more greenish. 

Environment: I can live in a lot of different places, but one of my

favorites is shallow streams that aren’t too fast.



Scenario 5

Mouth: My bottom lip is hard and made of cartilage. My mouth kind of

looks like I’m permanently frowning, but it’s because I use my downward

facing mouth and hard lower lip to scrape algae off rocks! Yum!

Fins: My tail fin is slightly forked, giving me some speed, but as a small,

mainly herbivorous fish I don’t need to be all that fast.

Color: I am shiny to reflect back light in the water, making it harder to see

me. I also have countershading - meaning my top half is darker to protect

me from predators looking down on me, and my lower half is lighter,

protecting me from predators looking up at me!

Environment: I can pretty much live anywhere that there are small stones

covered in algae! I do enjoy hanging out with others of my species.











Plains Topminnow 
(nongame)

Habitat: Feeding: Other:
Shallow, clear water

Heavy vegetation

< 2.5 in long
Usually iridescent

Top facing mouth
Eats insects and small

crustaceans



Plains Topminnow 
Additional Info

- Rather aggressive personalities 
- Prey to larger fish such a sunfish and creek
chubs, as well as birds
- Live in fairly warm waters
- Management: Plains topminnow are considered
stable in most populations, but of slight concern
in Wyoming and Colorado. They are monitored by
WY Game and Fish Department.



Shovelnose Sturgeon
(game)

Habitat: Feeding: Other:
Strong currents of
sandy and gravel-

bottom rivers

Up to 1m long
Boney plates along body

Bottom facing, protrusible mouth
Eats insect larvae, worms, small

fish



Shovelnose Sturgeon
Additional Info

- This fish is rare in Wyoming, but can be found in the
Bighorn and Powder Rivers.
- They exhibit countershading - meaning their top half is
darker in color and their bottom half is lighter, helping
camouflage them from above and below!
- Barbels near the mouth help it sense its surroundings
- The armor-like plates offer protection, while the sharp,
shark-like tail helps them move in the water.
- Their eggs (roe) are eaten as caviar and are highly sought
after!



Introduction

Time: 30-60 min

Summary: In this fun and active

game, students will model the

challenges migrating fish face as

they travel between spawning

tributaries and their reservoirs, as

well as the impacts of invasive and

non-native species introduction.

FISH PASSAGE OBSTACLE
COURSE

Gettin' SCHOOLED: Wyoming fish fun!

Materials

Jump rope

Cones

100 food tokens in 2 colors

1-2 soft throwables

2 boxes

Large space

Ask students to think about the longest road trip or journey they have ever

taken. Have them share a few highlights and obstacles to their journeys.

Ask the students if they knew that fish also take long journeys? Some fish,

such as Kokanee salmon, trout, and arctic grayling migrate, or move, every

year or every few years, sometimes hundreds of miles! Many times, they will

move from where they hatch in cool, shallow tributaries to deep reservoirs,

and eventually back to the very same stream they hatched in to lay their

eggs! Along the way, these fish have to overcome many obstacles and

challenges. These fish face a lot of limiting factors during their life cycle. A

limiting factor is something that reduces a population. Ask students for

examples of what limiting factors fish may face on their journey to the

reservoir and back? Some examples could include predators, turbines in

hydroelectric dams, diversions for irrigation, anglers, waterfalls, and 

 competition for food.



Game set up:

It is recommended to set up the game in an outdoor space or

gymnasium. You can follow the guide below, or get creative with

the space you have available!



Hydroelectric dam turbine / irrigation diversion = jump rope being

rotated towards the starting line. Students must run through the rope

turbine (not jump over) without getting hit by the rope. If they get hit,

they must return to the end of the line waiting at the start. 

Predators = If students make it through the turbine, they then must run

past the predators (bears). The predators will throw a soft (inflatable

or foam) ball at the fish to “eat” them. To encourage safety, it often

helps to announce that head-shots don’t count, so predators should

aim for the shoulders and below. If a fish gets hit by the bear’s ball,

they must return to the end of the starting line. 

Competition for Food = Once students pass the predators without

being predated upon (hit by a ball), they enter the lake/reservoir.

Here, they must “grow” for three years before they continue on their

life cycle journey.  In order to do this, the students will need to

search and find one token, pick it up, and then go outside of the

reservoir and count to 10 (slowly) before jumping back in and finding

another token. 

Anglers = While students are searching for food in the reservoir, 1-2

anglers will be moving around in the reservoir catching (tagging) the

scavenging fish. Anglers must always keep one foot in their “boat”

(box) that they must drag along with them as they move around the

reservoir. If a fish gets tagged by an angler while foraging in the

reservoir, they must go back to the end of the start line. 

Upstream obstacles  = Once the fish have survived their years

growing in the reservoir and are ready to spawn, they have to tackle

swimming upstream past obstacles again. Luckily, many dams have

installed a “fish ladder,” which is a structure that is constructed to

form a series of pools built like steps to enable fish to get up past a

dam or waterfall. In this obstacle course, the fish ladder is

represented by cones or hurdles that students must zig-zag around. If

a student touches any of the cones in passing, they return to the

start.

Explain to students that they will get to take a turn now at surviving what

many Wyoming fish do throughout their life cycle. Review the following

limiting factors while pointing them out on the obstacle course and

explaining how students should go about the course. 

Activity:



 Waterfall= Finally, upon returning to spawn, fish often face rapids or

waterfalls when they move up small headwater streams. In this obstacle

course, have students jump over a tarp (about 3 ft across) to simulate fish

jumping up the waterfalls. Once again, if they touch the tarp, they need to

begin again. 

Before beginning, select a few students to be the turbine twisters, the predator(s),

and anglers. You can add a few more predators and anglers depending on how

many students you have participating. 

The first “round” of this game will progress until all of the tokens have been

collected. Once that occurs, gather the group for a mini-debrief. Was it tough to

get through these obstacles? Which was the hardest? How many of you survived to

spawn? 

Re-spread out the tokens, and choose new anglers, turbine twisters, and predators

for the second round. In this round, introduce a non-native species. Non-native

species may eat a different food source than the fish species that your students

are pretending to be, but nonetheless take up space in the reservoir. Select one or

two students to represent non-native fish. These fish will spend the entire time in

the reservoir collecting a different color of token as food. Therefore, restrict the

main fish species to color “A” and the non-natives to color “B.” The non-natives

still must step out of the reservoir for 10 seconds after taking a token, but the

anglers don’t care to catch these fish, so they will not need to look out for the

anglers. Follow up this round by asking what effect the non-natives had upon the

game? Was it more crowded in the reservoir? Were there any other effects?

For the third round, re-spread out the tokens, choose new anglers, turbine twisters,

and predators, as well as new non-native fish. Then, introduce invasive species.

Invasive species are non-natives that directly compete with or consume native

species. For this third round, select a competitive invasive species that will

consume the same color tokens as the main species of fish that your students

started as. Like the non-native species, this competitive invasive isn’t of interest to

the anglers, so they need not worry about being caught, but they still must step

out of the reservoir for 10 second following each token that they collect. Follow up

this round by asking what effect the competitive invasives had upon the game?

Was it even more crowded in the reservoir? Were there any other effects? 

For the fourth and final round, re-spread out the tokens, choose new anglers,

turbine twisters, and predators, as well as new non-native & predatory invasive

fish. Then, introduce a predatory invasive species. Select a competitive invasive

species that will consume the original species of fish. Like the non-native &

competitive invasive species, this predatory invasive isn’t of interest to the anglers,

so they need not worry about being caught.



Reflection & Wrap Up:

However, after eating (tagging) a prey fish (who return to the start if tagged), the

predatory invasive does need to step out of bounds and count to 10 before hopping

back in and tagging another fish. Conclude this round by asking what effect the

predatory invasives had upon the kokanee salmon. What made this round the most

difficult for salmon to survive? Describe the collective effects of non-natives,

competitive invasives, and predatory invasives.

Debrief the entire game by having students share one thing that they learned with

a partner. 

Ask students if this game has given them insight into what challenges migrating

wildlife must face. 

Did students notice any trends in mortality? Where were losses the greatest? The

least? Why do you think this occurs? Do you think this holds true in nature? Why or

why not? 

What would happen if all of the eggs that were laid survived the journey? Would

that have a positive or negative impact on the environment?

What was realistic about this model/obstacle course and what was not? 

Review what a limiting factor is. Ask them to provide some examples. These might

include: availability of food, water, shelter or space; the presence of predators,

disease, weather, and human development on the landscape.  

Clarify that it’s not just these fish that face limiting factors- all wildlife do! 



Introduction

Time: 20-40 min

Summary: Students will discover

the roles of fish biologists and

hatcheries through experiencing

the fun activity of “spawning” a

fish!

FISH SPAWNING
Gettin' SCHOOLED: Wyoming fish fun!

Materials
Plastic Fish

Water beads

Plastic bin

Funnel

Plastic gloves 

"Wool" glove (shared, but worn over

plastic gloves)

This booth will teach you about the Wyoming Game and Fish Department’s

fish culture section. The fish culture section includes fish hatcheries, fish

distribution, and fish spawning. Fish hatcheries get fish eggs and hatch

them. Then they begin feeding and growing the fish to a certain size that

other fisheries biologists request. Once the fish reach the requested size,

the fish are distributed to lakes, ponds, rivers, and streams across the state!

The fish are distributed using large tanks similar to your fish tank at home.

All of these fish have to come from somewhere, and that is where fish

spawning comes in. Fish spawning is the process of collecting fish eggs from

adult fish, or a brood stock. Wyoming has 11 captive brood stocks, which are

held at the fish hatcheries. They also have 6 wild brood stocks, which are

populations of fish living in lakes that Game and Fish will collect eggs from.

In all of these brood stocks there are similarities in how eggs are collected

to be transported to a hatchery.



First, a trap is set in the water. At wild spawning sites these traps are

set across a river or inlet to a lake. In a hatchery the trap is set where

the water flows into the tank. Fish want to swim upstream to spawn, so

they swim towards the trap. The trap is designed so that fish can easily

swim towards the entrance to the trap and get through, but they can not

get back out. 

Once the fish are in the trap, fish culturists can get in the water and sort

the fish into males and females. To do this the fish are picked up one at

a time and looked at & felt very carefully, Male fish are usually slender,

with hard feeling bellies. Often they have a kipe, or hooked bottom jaw,

and their colors are more vibrant. Female fish are shaped more like a

football, with soft bellies full of eggs. They usually do not have a kipe,

and tend to be lighter colored. 

Once the fish have been sorted into males and females, they are ready

to be spawned. The fish are placed in an anesthetic. This makes the fish

calm for spawning and easy to handle, which reduces the stress on them

and the spawner! After the fish are anesthetized a female is grabbed by

their tail. Keeping her belly facing up so that no eggs are lost, the

spawner places the fish along their arm so that the fish’s nose is near

the crook of their elbow. They carry the fish to a dish and turn their arm

so the fish’s belly points to the dish. Using their other hand, the spawner

presses on the fish’s belly near the head until eggs are released into the

dish. The spawner pushes on the fish's belly, moving their hand toward

the vent until no more eggs are released. Once all the eggs have been

collected from the female, a male is grabbed in the same way as the

female. The spawner pushes on his belly until a white substance called

milt is released, which fertilizes the eggs. The eggs and milt are swished

around in the pan to ensure that all eggs are fertilized. 

After the eggs are collected they will need to be shipped to a fish

hatchery to be raised into fish, but to make sure the eggs stay healthy at

the hatchery they are washed and disinfected wherever they are

spawned. Egg washing just means putting water into the dish with

fertilized eggs and using it to remove any waste as well as broken or bad

eggs. Washing removes anything visible that could make the eggs sick,

but it does not remove the bacteria.



Activity:

To remove this bacteria the eggs are disinfected in iodine before going to a

hatchery where the process will begin again.

This video shows a wild spawning operation for Grayling at Meadow Lake,

near Pinedale, WY.

To show students what spawning looks like, check out this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbqFdFQ3mig

Set up a “fish spawning station” (see next page for diagram):

-Use a funnel to fill the slit in the rubber fish’s belly with hydrated water

beads

-Place the empty bin on a table for students to spawn into

-Have all the students wash and/or sanitize their hands -- it’s important

not to get the fish sick as they are spawned (or get one another sick in

this activity). 

-For the student who will be spawning, have them put a nitrile glove on

both hands and a wool glove over that on their non-dominant hand.

-The student will grab the fish’s tail with their non-dominant hand (wool

glove hand). Explain that in the field the wool glove helps hold onto the

fish even though it’s covered in slime.

-The student will keep the belly of the fish up and lay it on their non-

dominant arm so that the nose is near the crook of their elbow.

-The student will carry the fish to a bucket/dish and turn the fish so the

slit in the belly is over the pan - this ensures that the eggs are collected

and not spilled all over the classroom! 

-Then, have the student practice sliding their hand down the body of the

fish to squeeze the eggs out into the  bin. 

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Ask students to do a think-pair-share on the following questions: What

did you learn or what surprised you during today’s activity? Do you think

it is important to learn about fish? Why or why not? What does Wyoming

Game and Fish do to protect fish in our state?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbqFdFQ3mig




Introduction

Time: 45-60 minutes

Summary: Students will

investigate the

macroinvertebrates in a local

water supply, such as a stream,

pond, river, or lake in order to

assess water quality.

MACROINVERTEBRATE
WATER QUALITY SURVEY

Gettin' SCHOOLED: Wyoming Fish Fun

Materials

Dip net

Plastic bin/tubs

Ice cube trays

Tweezers or plastic spoon

Eye droppers

Hand lenses

Macroinvertebrate ID Cards

NOTE: As this activity takes place near a waterway, a safety briefing should

be included at the start of the experience. Stress that water can be

dangerous, and students should be very careful to not slip and fall while

near the water.

Begin by asking: Has anyone ever heard of “Macroinvertebrates” before?

Explain that macroinvertebrates are aquatic insects (they don’t have a

backbone) that are big enough to see without a microscope. Some are the

larval stage of flying insects such as mayflies, dragonflies, black flies, etc.

and others stay in the water their whole life. These macroinvertebrates are

living creatures, and therefore are biotic components of the landscape.

What other biotic components are present in this aquatic /riparian

ecosystem? (examples: algae, fish, willows, cottonwoods, grasses, aquatic

plants, microorganisms, beavers, ducks)



Is a rock living? What about the water flowing? The air bubbles in the

water? 

These are abiotic components of the landscape. Can you think of any

others? (examples: sediment, sunlight, pH of water/soil, temperature,

nutrients)

Then ask: Why would we want to go around digging in a stream to find

bugs? Could it tell us anything about the stream? 

Students should think-pair-share. Have students make hypotheses about

this river’s quality. They can record these on the student worksheet. Have

the students share with a partner, and then share out as a full group and

discuss. Probe students to provide evidence as to why they think it is

healthy or not. Ask them to cite evidence.

Activity:

Review the safety briefing. 

Demonstrate the proper way to collect macroinvertebrates.

Ideally find a place where the stream or river is flowing well, perhaps over

some rocky substrate. Place the net downstream, and kick your boots

around to work up any macros that might be clinging to rocks or in the mud

upstream. Let that debris collect into the net as well. If you haven’t

collected macros before, here is a helpful tutorial:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SaTCEMwemM

Remove macroinvertebrates from the nets by inverting them into plastic

tubs filled with stream water. 

Then, students can use tweezers and eye-droppers to select individual

macros, look at them under hand lenses to identify them using ID cards, and

place them into water filled ice-cube trays to “organize” them by order.  

When students are done recording the macros, have them dump all of the

macros and stream water back into the stream. 

Let’s test out our hypotheses!  



Ask students to make conclusions: 

Is this stream healthy? 

What might make a stream unhealthy? Do you see any of those factors

around this stream? 

What factors might contribute to the health of a stream? Do you see any

of those factors around this stream? 

If a stream is not supporting certain macroinvertebrates, what might the

implications be for humans? 

After seeing the relationship between water quality and

macroinvertebrate diversity in this stream, do you think you could use this

as a tool elsewhere? 

What pattern has been established between water quality and

macroinvertebrate diversity? 

Can you incorporate the terms biotic and abiotic into this pattern?

Explain to students that aquatic macroinvertebrates are often used in studies

to determine the quality of waters because of their high numbers, known

pollution tolerances, limited mobility, wide range of feeding habits, varied life

spans, and dependence on the land environment around the stream. When

chemical grab samples are taken, they are really a snapshot of the water at

that moment, that can change rapidly, but the macroinvertebrates are living

there all the time. :

Have the students use the attached water quality index worksheet to mark how

many invertebrates they collected in each category. 

Then, have students use the attached equation to calculate the biotic index

stream health category. 

Explain to students that the tolerance values are calculated by scientists to

demonstrate how tolerant each group of macroinvertebrates are to poor water

quality. A tolerance value of 100 indicates that these macroinvertebrates are

highly sensitive to poor water quality, whereas a tolerance value of 0 would

indicate complete tolerance to any pollutants or poor water quality. 

Reflection & Wrap Up:



Biotic Water Quality Index  
Name:__________________________________________  Date:_____________________  

Water Quality Index number: (Sum of column A / Sum of column C) = ____________________ 

Compare your water quality index number to this chart:  

Health of this site= _____________________________ 

Observations about the area that could affect water quality: 

______________________________________________________________ 

  Column A  Column B  Column C 

Macroinvertebrate  # of this type  Tolerance 
Value 

TOTAL  

Ephemeroptera (mayflies)    X 90  = 

Odonata (dragonflies & damselflies)    X 60   = 

Plecoptera (stoneflies)    X 100  = 

Trichoptera (caddisflies)    X 80  = 

Diptera (flies)     X 70  = 

Megaloptera (fishflies & dobsonflies)    X 90  = 

Coleoptera (beetles)    X 70  = 

Amphipoda (shrimp & scuds)    X 40  = 

Isopoda (sow bugs)    X 30  = 

Decapoda (crayfish)    X 50  = 

Gastropoda (snails)    X 40  = 

Pelecypoda (mussels & clams)     X 20  = 

Oligochaeta (segmented worms)    X 20  = 

Hirudinea (leeches)     X 10  = 

SUM OF COLUMNS   (A)   ---------  (C) 



Student Worksheet:  
Name:__________________________________________  Date:_____________________ 

1. Define “abiotic” ______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Define “biotic” _______________________________________________________________________ 

3. List as many abiotic and biotic factors/components of this ecosystem as you can: 

Biotic Abiotic  

 

4. Make a prediction: Do you think this stream is healthy? Provide evidence to support 

your prediction. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. After you’ve calculated the water quality index from your data, re-read your 

prediction. Did your data support the prediction? __________________________ 

Conclusions: 

6. Is this stream healthy? Provide evidence to support your conclusions: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

7. What might make a stream unhealthy? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you see any of those factors around this stream? Are they biotic, abiotic, or both? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What factors might contribute to the health of a stream? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you see any of those factors around this stream? Are they abiotic, biotic, or both? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. If a stream is not supporting certain macroinvertebrates, what could this mean for 

humans?___________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. After seeing the relationship between water quality and macroinvertebrate diversity 

in this stream, how could you use this as a tool elsewhere? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 11. What pattern has been established between water quality and macroinvertebrate 

diversity? Can you incorporate the terms biotic and abiotic into this pattern? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

12.How is a healthy stream important to humans? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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